
LOST  TreaSureS  OF  The  SanTa  CaTaLinaS

Some of the greatest treasures of the Wild West 
are hidden in the Santa Catalina Mountains north 
of Tucson, Arizona. These mountains are shroud-

ed in mystery and immersed in rich legends that have 
been lost in time.

The discoveries of stone ruins, early Spanish placer 
mining sites, a lost mission, and the stories about the 
mountains only fuel speculation about the riches still 
left behind. 

The Iron Door Mine– the most famous legend of the 
Catalinas– has lured prospectors and treasure hunters 
for hundreds of years. When natural minerals were ac-
tually discovered, prospecting became a business.

The daunting mountains may seem quiet now. But there 
is a lot of forgotten history as well as many legends to 
uncover. These legends and the history behind them 
are explored in this edition of the Tucson Chronicles.

Read More About The 
“Treasures Of The 

Santa Catalina Mountains” At:
EMOL.org/treasurescatalinas

Buy Online At Amazon.com &
Tucson Businesses (See Inside)

Gold Found in The
Cañada Del Oro

The Cañada del Oro – Canyon of Gold – has been 
a proven source of gold for hundreds of years. It 
earned its name from the large deposits of gold 

found along the canyons of the Santa Catalina Moun-
tains.

The Tucson Gold Rush of the late 1800s brought pros-
pectors by the thousands. Some of Tucson’s most 
prominent pioneer businessmen and lawmen were 
well known miners. They dug along the famed Can-
yon of Gold and discovered naturally forming quartz 
with veins of gold, copper and silver.

Throughout the entire Santa Catalina Mountain range 
large deposits of precious minerals are still hidden. 
But, it is the gold that attracts the most attention.

Prospectors were eager to find those riches and 
staked out thousands of mining claims around the 
mountain range. They also learned more about the 
tales of the Santa Catalinas that became part of Ari-
zona’s early history. 

Modern prospectors still hunch over the winding 
creeks hoping to pan some gold nuggets or even just 
flakes that still flow down the Cañada del Oro.

rich Stories and events
Shaped Tucson’s history
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Center Photo: Sample of quartz embedded with silver and 
gold. This specimen, called Cody Stone, is named after the 
famous entertainer “Buffalo Bill” Cody who owned a large 
mine near Oracle, Arizona during the early 1900s. For more, 
see page 6 of this edition. Photo by William “Flint” Carter.
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Special edition:  Treasures Of The Catalinas
This edition of Tucson Chronicles presents 
an overview of the lost legends of the Santa 
Catalina Mountains and the history behind 
those stories from the book, “Treasures in 
the Santa Catalina Mountains,” by Tucson 
author and publisher Robert Zucker in col-
laboration with William “Flint” Carter, a sea-
soned prospector who has mined the moun-
tains for decades.

a ground test recovered “230 oz. of gold” 
at a site in the Cañada del Oro.

From Mineral Appraisal of Coronado National Forest, Part 5. Page 25. 1984.
U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines

above Photo: Cover of the new book “Treasures of the Santa 
Catalina Mountains.” This recently published book is filled 
with over 400 pages of stories and nearly 1,300 footnotes.

The iron Door Mine, 
a Forgotten Mission, 

and a Lost City.
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Discover the Forgotten Santa Catalinas
early Spanish hunt Minerals

Father Eusebio Kino named the Santa Catalina 
Mountains on his first journey through Pimería 

Alta– now Southern Arizona– in 1697.

There is a famous legend about Kino’s first, and subse-
quent, expeditions around the mountains. According 
to the story, and historical documents, Kino traveled 
with a military escort, that included Sgt. Escalante, to 
investigate reports of rich minerals in the area. They 
made at least three trips to locate the deposits. This 
began the first of many legends tied to the Catalina 
Mountains. Father Kino’s name became inadvertently 
implicated in the legends of the lost mine. Read more 
about the Spanish influence on this history in “Trea-
sures of the Santa Catalina Mountains.”

Lost Cities in The Catalinas

The Santa Catalina Mountains have been inhabited 
for more than ten thousand years. The ancient ca-

nals, stone structures, and artifacts provide evidence 
of Tucson being the one of the longest inhabited “civi-
lizations” in North America. Throughout the Catalinas, 
dozens of archaeological sites have been uncovered 
that represented numerous cultural periods. The most 
well known is the Hohokam village in the Catalina 
State Park on the western face of the mountains. As 
early as 1875, Tucson pioneers reported seeing ruins 
throughout the mountains. In 1880, two prospectors 
reported that they discovered a stone building, like a 
church, near the famed Iron Door Mine. In 1883, Tuc-
son Judge Meyer told the story of a stone church near 
La Veñtana, a naturally formed hole or notch in the 
granite just north of Tucson. There are several other 
spots in the Catalinas with stone ruins.

Be A Part Of The Legends
“Treasures of the Santa Catalina Mountains”

5045 E. Speedway • 325-1554
7745 N. Oracle • 888-1000

305 E. American Ave, Oracle, AZ
   520-896-3333

Pick Up Your Book At Any Of These Tucson Locations:
Call Ahead To Make Sure Copies Are In Stock.

By Robert E. Zucker
Collaborated with 

William “Flint” Carter
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Ancient inscriptions on boulders are found in the Santa 
Catalinas Mountains. This petroglyph was located near the 
mouth of the Cañada del Oro, but has since been removed. 
Photo by William Carter.

Lost Mines in The Catalinas

Some legends claim there is still a lost Spanish 
mine in the Santa Catalina Mountains, called the 

Iron Door Mine– also known as the Escalante Mine. It 
was sealed off with an “iron” or “strong” door hiding 
vast treasures of gold bullion mined from the moun-
tains. Treasure hunters have been searching the 
deep canyons and rugged terrain of the Catalinas for 
hundreds of years to find this lost treasure. 

The Lost Escalante Mine may have been named af-
ter a military associate of Father Kino or another of-
ficer of the same surname who was familiar with the 
mining activities in the mountains. History provides 
some clues to his existence. Treasure maps point to 
several locations in the Santa Catalinas where Span-
ish mining may have occurred. Reports of arrastras 
used for crushing stones have been found through-
out the Santa Catalina Mountains. 

Join The hunt! 
Learn all Of The 

Legends and 
history Now! 

The Iron Door Mine Legend
The Lost Mission Of Santa Catalina

The Lost City Of The Catalinas
Tucson Gold Rush

Oracle- The Mining Town
Buffalo Bill Cody’s Gold Mine

Available Online From 
amazon.com (print and Kindle) and barnesandnoble.com

QR Treasure Code

Amazon.com

Call 520-623-3733 for additional outlets.
Consignments available.

use Qr “Treasure” Codes
A QR Code (Quick Response) will locate a web page 
on a mobile device. To use a QR Code, download any 
QR Code app and simply position 
the QR image on the device screen. 
When it reads the image, it will load 
the correct web page. QR “Treasure” 
Codes are used throughout this edi-
tion. This QR Code opens the home 
page for “Treasures of the Santa Cat-
alina Mountains.”

6208 E. Speedway (571-0110)

Tucson Rodeo Parade Museum
4823 S. 6th Avenue

520-247-4236

Extensive Index & Bibliography
Over 400 Pages and

1,200 Footnotes!
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Searching For The Treasures Of The Santa Catalinas

The Lost Spanish 
Mission 

Of Santa Catalina 

The Lost Mission of the Santa 
Catalinas has been uncov-

ered among historical docu-
ments. This Spanish visita, or 
missionary outpost, was named 
by Father Eusebio Kino in 1697– 
the same year that local Indians 
reported a rich mineral deposit 
in the area. In 1702, Father Kino 
wrote that within the sight of 
a mission, a mining camp is 
often nearby. Originally, the 
Santa Catalina mission was lo-
cated near Picacho Peak, some 
30 miles west of the Catalina 
Mountains. But, in 1732, several priests wrote a letter, 
co-signed by Capt. Juan Bautista De Anza, that stated 
the Santa Catalina mission was “seven leagues to the 
east” of the San Augustin mission. That would place 
it somewhere along the Cañada del Oro and in the 
vicinity of the fabled Iron Door Mine. Read the entire 
story of early Spanish interests in mining and the Lost 
Santa Catalina Mission starting on page 77 in “Trea-
sures of the Santa Catalina Mountains.”

Historical events helped 
spawn the legends of the 
Santa Catalina Mountains. 

There are hundreds of 
stories about the Catalinas. 

These are a few of the
most legendary.

The iron Door Mine is Found!
(March 4, 1880 - Tucson, A.T.) The most famous story 
about the Iron Door Mine, published in the local Tuc-
son newspaper in early 1880, told about ruins and a 
lost mine that were discovered by two prospectors 
deep within the Santa Catarina Mountains. These 
ruins were part of the hunt for the fabled Nueva Mia 
Ciudad, the Nine Mile City. The story was familiar 
and “probably all of the old Arizonans in the vicin-
ity have heard the tradition of the Santa Catarinas.” 
They spent three days searching until they found the 
“mine with the iron door.” 

According to one of the prospectors the “old door 
was eaten off by rust and the iron bars that secured 
it were lying down at the mouth of the tunnel.” After 
they entered the tunnel, they saw a vein about ten 
inches wide. They followed it for about four hundred 
feet until they came upon an iron object that resem-
bled a pick. They struck it against the mineral vein 
and “the gold rolled down in nuggets on the floor.” 
The newspaper reporter witnessed one hundred 
pounds of silver and gold that the miners displayed. 
Read the full account starting on page 169.

“And yet– those who look 
for it still find “color” in the 

Cañada del Oro. Romance and 
adventure still lives in the 

Cañon of Gold. The treasures 
of life are not all hidden in a lost 

mine behind an iron door.”
 

from “THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR”  
by Harold Bell Wright

The “iron Door Mine” 
Book and Movies

(1923 - Tucson) The fabled Mine with the Iron Door 
was known among Americans decades before it was 
popularized by Harold Bell Wright’s 1923 novel of the 
same name. Since then, several movies and books 
have spun off the theme of the lost mine and treasure.  
The original “Mine with the Iron Door” film, based 
on Wright’s book, and filmed in Oracle, was released 
in 1924 as a silent film. The theme was recreated in 
several other full-length motion pictures, such as “Mc 
Kenna’s Gold” and “Treasure of Secret Mountain.”  Al-
though the original Iron Door movie and its spin-offs 
did much to romanticize the lost mine theme, two 
prospectors from 1880 had actually pioneered the 
American-version of the legend. Read more about 
“The Mine With The Iron Door” book and films on 
page 179.

“Gold placering in Cañada 
del Oro (“gold gulch”) was 
undertaken in the northern 
Santa Catalina Mountains 

by Spaniards as early as the 
mid-1700’s.”

From “Mineral Appraisal of Coronado National Forest,” 1984. 
Source of statement attributed to Edgar Heylmun.

Read More Legends & Stories In
“Treasures Of The

Santa Catalina Mountains” At:
EMOL.org/treasurescatalinas

Buy The Book Online at Amazon.com
and Several Tucson Locations (See Page 2)
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First ‘recorded’ Gold in The CDO
(June 29, 1843 - Tucson) Spanish Colonel Antonio 
Narbona reported to have found gold nuggets in the 
Cañada del Oro, according to historian Donald Page. 
Read page 212 for more on this alleged historical 
event. 

Charlie Brown and The iron Door
(July 1899 - Tucson, A.T.) Downtown Congress Hall 
Saloon owner Charles O. Brown was a staunch believ-
er in the Iron Door Mine legend. He reportedly spent 
$60,000 in mining operations, made repeated trips 
into the mountains, and kept a large mineral cabinet 
on display at his saloon. Read his story on page 177.

McKee’s Seek The iron Door Mine
(Dec. 1932 - Tucson, AZ) Brothers Charles and Harry 
McKee sought the ”fabulous Escalante Mine or more 
properly the Iron Door Mine.” An old Indian guide 
showed them an old mine in the Catalinas. Word 
got back to Tucson that they found the fabled mine. 
Charles spent the rest of his life working claims in the 
Catalinas. See page 186 for more about the McKee’s 
treasure hunt.

Goldberg’s “Lost Ledge Of Gold”
(1867 - Tucson, A.T.) Pioneer businessman Isaac 
Goldberg was one of the first Americans to explore 
the Catalina Mountains. His group found a mine and a 
copper ledge, but failed to note its location. He spent 
the next two decades searching for his lost ledge. In 
1874, he helped form the first gold mining company 
in the Cañon del Oro. Read his story on page 177 in 
“Treasures of the Santa Catalina Mountains.”

Graphics by R. Zucker.

Gold in Southern arizona!
(1855 - Tucson, A.T.) Immense mineral wealth has 
been found in the new Territory of Arizona, accord-
ing to prominent scholar Sylvester Mowry. Old Span-
ish maps and documents provided by the Mexican 
government were detailed in a widely circulated 
report that helped spur the Tucson Gold Rush. Read 
how the legends developed starting on page 79.

Treasures Discovered in Catalinas
(Circa 1915 - Tucson, A.T.) A discovery of several Je-
suit treasure chests and jewels in the Catalinas was 
found in a cave near Apache Peak south of Old Hat 
District by local rancher Sistro Castro in 1915. An Or-
acle couple also told a story about the father and the 
uncle of Ernesto Castro (Severiano) who discovered 
a large nugget of gold plus numerous grains. They 
sold the nugget for $45,000. Read more on page 320.

Civilizing The Cañon Of Gold
(March 31, 1859 - Tucson, A.T.) To protect prospectors 
from hostile Indians, U.S. troops sealed the “Treaty of 
Cañon del Oro.” Peace didn’t last long. In 1861, John 
Page and Alf Scott were ambushed as their wagon 
trail passed through the Cañon. After more treaties, 
a temporary Army camp was set up in the Cañon, yet 
another famous massacre of Messrs. Kennedy and 
Israel occurred. Read all of the stories about Indian 
aggressions and more beginning on page 216.

Tucson Chronicles

These stories are from the book “Treasures of 
the Santa Catalina Mountains.” To read more 
about these events, see the noted page num-
bers.

tucsonchronicles.com
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Treasures of the
Santa Catalina Mountains
Lost Legends and history

Legends of a Lost Mine, Lost Mission,
 and a Lost City helped propel the Tucson Gold 

Rush that began in the 1860s in the
majestic mountains north of Tucson, Arizona.

explore the Santa Catalinas– both their beauty and 
history. Then, discover how the legends may 

have evolved from history.

(Above) Petrogylphs, possibly made by 
Hohokam Indians, were found throughout the 
Santa Catalina Mountains, including the one 
above discovered near the Cañada del Oro. 

(Left) Large boulder of polished “Cody 
Stone” quartz embedded with silver and 
gold from the Santa Catalinas. 
Photos by William Carter.

The Romero Ruin was originally built in the mid-1800s on top of an ancient 
Hohokam structure near the legendary Cañada del Oro. Some legends claim 
this is the site of the fabled Mission of Ciru. The area has been excavated and 
numerous artifacts have been uncovered dating as early as 450 AD. The site is 
named after pioneer Francisco Romero who spent years fending off maraud-
ing Apache Indians. The ruins are open to the public in the Catalina State 
Park.

The Santa Catalina Mountains earn their name as a “sky island” as they jut out in the middle of 
the Sonoran desert. Named by Father Kino in 1697, they are now under the protection of the 
Coronado National Forest, and both the Oracle and Catalina State Parks. Photos by Robert Zucker.
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Picacho Peak
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Santa Cruz River

Romero Ruin
Catalina State Park

These are 
some of the 
most famous 
locations that 
are covered in 
the new book, 
“Treasures of 

the Santa 
Catalina 

Mountains.”
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Legendary Sites in the
Santa Catalina Mountains
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Purchase Online at 
amazon.com, barnesandnoble.com 

And At Several Tucson Locations:
Summit Hut • Mostly Books

Oracle Inn Steak House & More

Read More “Treasures 
Of The Santa Catalina 

Mountains” At:

EMOL.org/treasurescatalinas

The Santa Catalina Mountains earn their name as a “sky island” as they jut out in the middle of 
the Sonoran desert. Named by Father Kino in 1697, they are now under the protection of the 
Coronado National Forest, and both the Oracle and Catalina State Parks. Photos by Robert Zucker.

(Left) A charred fireplace and some 
rusting mining equipment are all that 
remains of Campo Bonito, the mining camp 
once owned by William F. “Buffalo Bill” Cody. 
With his partner William Neal, Cody report-
edly searched the Catalinas for the fabled 
Iron Door Mine. Neal owned the Mountain 
View Hotel in Oracle– still standing today.

(Left) An exposed man-made tunnel near Campo 
Bonito, possibly used to store explosives and min-
ing supplies. Mining tunnels from the Southern 
Belle Mine, the Mary West Mine and others still dot 
the mountain sides.

(Left) One of the legends of the Santa Catalinas 
is about the Lost City.  These ruins are buried 
deep in the interior of the mountains near the 
source of the Cañada del Oro. Photo by Will 
Grant.

The Cañada del Oro 
edges out of the Santa 
Catalina mountains and 
flows towards Tucson 
past the developing 
communities of Saddle-
brooke and Oro Valley. 
Much of the gold taken 
from the Catalinas came 
from this area near the 
Mariano Samaniego 
Ranch. This is the area 
where several famous 
Indian ambushes took 
place and numerous
petroglyphs were 
found.

Oracle

Tucson

Santa Catalina Mountains

Samaniego
Ranch

La Ventaña

Campo Bonito

Oracle Ridge

Romero Ruin
Catalina State Park

(Above) This 1913 stock certificate is from the 
Cody-Dyer Arizona Mining & Milling Company in 
Oracle. Courtesy of the Buffalo Bill Museum and 
Grave.

(Right) A 
sample of a 

chalcopyrite 
nugget with 

traces of 
gold.

San Pedro River

Ft Grant
Legendary Sites in the

Santa Catalina Mountains



The rumor that Buffalo Bill had a gold mine in the 
Santa Catalina’s near Oracle is true. In the early 

1900s, William “Buffalo Bill” Cody had mining inter-
ests in Campo Bonito, located outside of Oracle on 
the northern edges of the Catalinas. He also owned 
the largest gold mine on the mountain- the Southern 
Belle.

When Cody went to explore the property, he said he 
walked one hundred and fifty miles in four days and 
was impressed by the prospects. The mines at Campo 
Bonito contained gold, silver, and tungsten that yield-
ed about $30 a ton. Tungsten was an ore used in hard-
ening of steel. Thomas Edison needed tungsten from 
Campo Bonito for his light bulb filaments. With new 
bulbs on the market the demand for tungsten began 
to increase. The plant had a capacity to process one 
hundred tons a day. “In one part of the estate the ores 
run to gold, copper and silver, in another to lead, sil-
ver and gold, and in another section to gold, lead and 
tungsten,” Cody said. That could be a profit of $2,000 a 
day, according to sources in the daily newspaper. 

Some historians have discredited Cody’s investments 
in the Santa Catalinas. Between $300,000-500,000 was 
supposedly lost and left a black mark on Cody’s leg-
end. In fact, Cody sold 361,000 shares from $1 to $12 
a share. Cody, and his friend William Neal– owner of 
Oracle’s Mountain View Hotel– searched for the Iron 
Door Mine several times when Cody stayed in Ora-
cle.

During Cody’s winter visits to the camp, he would por-
tray Santa Claus for the children of Oracle. After his 
last performance on Christmas Day in 1916, he caught 
a cold that proved fatal. When Cody died, he left be-
hind a legacy in Arizona that is covered in detail in 
the book “Treasures of the Santa Catalina Mountains,” 
beginning on page 321.

Cody Stone–
The Catalina’s Legacy

The same minerals mined over 100 years ago in the 
Santa Catalinas are still found in those mountains. 

One type, quartz embedded with silver and gold, is 
called Cody Stone, named after Buffalo Bill Cody.

Samples of Cody Stone are on display in fourteen mu-
seums worldwide, including the Mining Hall of Fame 
and the Gem Institute of America. For five years dur-
ing the last half of the 1990s, an educational exhibit 
at the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show highlighted the 
history of this epic gold legend.

Cody Stone has been fabricated into fashion-wear by 
jewelers such as William T. Carter; Gary Holdcroft; 
Isaac Hunan; Bisbee Bob; Poncho; Buzz Stringer; Steve 
Montez; Michael Garcia; AAA Family Jewelers in Tus-
tin, CA; the Navajo nation; Will Dentondale, a Navajo 
artist; Orlando Jewelers UK; James Svoboda; and Cor-
nelious Hollander.

Although each stone has to be graded individually, it 
generally has an established value at $5 per carat for 
silver content and $25 per carat for gold content, ac-
cording to William “Flint” Carter who mines the stones 
from an undisclosed location. Locally, samples of Cody 
Stone are on exhibit, along with artifacts from the Cat-
alinas, at the Oracle Inn Steak House in Oracle.

“Buffalo Bill” Cody:
Mining in arizona 

1888: “Buffalo Bill” Travels Through Arizona. Wil-
liam F. Cody visits the Grand Canyon and California with 
several English dignitaries. (July 7)

1902: “Buffalo Bill” Rough Riders In Tucson on Sep-
tember 29, 1902, October 20, 1908 and October 25, 1910. 

1903: Ore Struck Where Iron Door Mine Found. On 
March 13: Cody writes that, “after seven months, ore has 
been struck” in the region of the fabled Iron Door Mine.

1908-09: “Buffalo Bill” Cody Walks “150 miles.” 
He examines his property and then travels to New York to 
seek investments for Camp Bonito. (Jan. 23, 1909). Cody 
returns in December 1909 and November 1910. Wild 
West Show visits. (Jan. 20, 1909)

1910: The Southern Belle Mine becomes property of 
the Cody-Dyer M & M operations. (May 14). The Cody-
Getchell-Burgess syndicate turned six claims at Campo 
Bonito into a $600,000 corporation under the title of the 
Campo Bonlto Mining and Milling company. (June 26). 
More Wild West Show visits.

1911: Campo Bonito Mining Reorganization. The 
company is reorganized into a new corporation called the 
Cody-Dyer Mining and Milling Company with Col. W. F. 
Cody (Buffalo Bill) as president with a $5,000,000 capital-
ization... “so that every man in the company is already a 
millionaire in his own right.” (November 18)

1911: “Edison Purchases From Cody” “Colonel W. 
F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) and his associates in a Tucson, Ariz. 
mining venture have closed a contract with Thomas Edi-
son who had been working on a patent that would reduce 
low-grade ores using the tungsten mined from the area. 
“The deal is the biggest I have ever put through,” writes 
Cody. (Dec. 25).

1912: “Large Outcrops Of Quartz” E. J. Ewing report 
on the Morning Star claim of the Southern Belle mine 
group (February 25). Mr. and Mrs. Cody arrived in Tucson 
to visit the Campo Bonito mines with L.W. Getchell.

1912: Some sources say Cody might have spent at 
least a half a million dollars on his Arizona mines. On 
December 25th, Cody plays Santa Claus on Christmas 
Day in Oracle, AZ and poses for a photograph with local 
children. Each winter, Cody takes on the Santa persona.

1916: After a Santa performance, “He (Cody) came 
outside and sat on a snow-covered rock,” Mrs. Ewing rem-
inisced in a 1962 news article, “It had been raining and it 
was cold...I warned him to be careful, or he’d get sick.”

1917: Cody died of kidney failure on January 17 in Den-
ver, Colorado after contracting a severe cold.

© 2013 Reproduced from the poster “Buffalo Bill” Cody in 
Arizona Mining History,” by Robert Zucker. BZB Publish-
ing, Inc. Sources are referenced on the poster and in the 
book “Treasures of the Santa Catalina Mountains.”

Buffalo Bill Strikes it rich near Oracle

UPCOMING ORACLE EVENT:

Oracle’s Old hat
The town of Oracle was originally a camp for the 

miners who worked nearby during the late 1870s. 
New mineral discoveries brought many enterprising 
miners to the hills tucked into the northern edge of 
the Santa Catalina Mountains called the Old Hat Min-
ing District.

Shortly after his arrival to the U.S., Albert Weldon 
staked a claim for the Oracle mine in 1877. He named 
it after the ship that brought him around Cape Horn to 
the U.S. In May, 1878, James Lee and Charles Franklin 
made a discovery of free gold while Lee was building 
a road to reach the pine timber in the mountains. The 
ore is “full of free gold and is reported to be very plen-
tiful– judged by the surface prospects,” according to 
newspaper reports. On Christmas Day 1878, Weldon, 
and his partner Alexander McKay, located some ore 
and made a claim to the Christmas gold mine. Then 
one week later, on New Year’s Day 1879, they staked a 
claim for the New Years mine, just north of the Christ-
mas. Both mines were located within the present day 
town of Oracle. Weldon began a bush mining camp, 
called Weldon’s Camp that had an abundant supply of 
timber and water available. A spring provided water 
to Weldon’s Grotto to bathe the dirty miners. 

The nearby town and smelter of San Manuel is on the 
same ore-body– the Kalamazo– and is the end result of 
the legend. After four decades of production, the San 
Manuel mine was the largest UNDERGROUND gold 
producing mine in the United States.
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William F. “Buffalo Bill” Cody portrait. Courtesy of the 
Buffalo Bill Museum and Grave, Golden, Colorado.

Tungsten For edison’s Bulbs;
iron Door Mine Search

‘Buffalo Bill’ Cody Days

Tucson Chronicles

Celebrate the Old West 
and

Buffalo Bill in Oracle

Call 520-289-4566
for more information or to help organize.

Southern Belle Gold Mine
Over “one million dollars in gold” was extracted 

from the Southern Belle Mine, southeast of Or-
acle by 1908. Visible gold could be found through 
the whole ledge. At one time, the mine was owned 
by “Buffalo Bill” Cody. Today the Southern Belle is an 
abandoned mine on private property. It is not neces-
sary for a property owner to file a claim to mine. The 
greatest gold mine in the Catalinas can end up in a 
backyard, but glory cannot.

tucsonchronicles.com



robert e. Zucker, a 
Tucson, Arizona na-
tive, is publisher of 
the 20-year old web 
version of the Enter-
tainment Magazine On 
Line at EMOL.org and 
publisher of the new 
Tucson Chronicles. He 
has published several 
newspapers over the 
past three decades in-
cluding the Entertain-
ment Magazine, Tucson 

Teen and Youth Awareness Press. A dozen years were 
also spent as an adjunct instructor at the University of 
Arizona Department of Journalism and Pima Com-
munity College. Read samples of published and 
unpublished works at Robert-Zucker.com

Meet The Authors
“Treasures Of The Santa Catalina Mountains” 
authors Robert Zucker and William “Flint” Cart-
er are available for book talks and presenta-
tions. To make arrangements, or if you have any 
more information about the legends and history 
of the Santa Catalina Mountains, call 520-623-
3733 or email: publisher@emol.org.

William “Flint” 
Carter (the Last Pros-
pector in “Treasures 
of the Santa Catali-
nas”) has prospected 
the Catalina Moun-
tains for four decades 
and continues to hold 
active mining claims. 
Flint, a sophisticated 
primitive artist, fab-
ricates jewelry and 
art using only local 

source of gold and silver from the Catalinas, includ-
ing Cody Stone. More about Flint Carter at 
EMOL.org/flintcarter
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new Book On The Legends Of
The Santa Catalina Mountains

 

The “Treasures of the 
Santa Catalina Moun-

tains,” (BZB Publishing, 
Inc.) is a comprehensive 
look at the many leg-
ends and history of the 
mountains that become 
lost in time. 

The folklore about the 
lost mines and the rich 
mineral samples collect-
ed from the mountains 
prompted many adven-
ture seekers to risk their 
lives to prospect the hills and canyons. As they hunted 
for lost Spanish treasures, they found gold dripping 
from the Cañada del Oro– the Canyon of Gold. The 
lost treasure may still remain buried somewhere in 
the canyon of gold– covered over by an earthquake 
or centuries of mother earth. Or, possibly some lucky 
prospector may have secretly carted it off.  Whether 
the treasure existed or not, the enticement of those 
fabulous riches helped fuel the rush for gold in the 
Old West. This is the obvious treasure of the Santa Cat-
alina Mountains. The story behind it is the romance.

From the Cañada del Oro to Oracle and La Ventaña, 
“Treasures of the Santa Catalina Mountains” fills in 
the gaps with over 400 pages and nearly 1,300 foot-
notes, including an extensive time line and index for 
research follow up and more detailed insight. Print 
copies can be purchased at amazon.com and several 
Tucson businesses (see page 2 of this edition for loca-
tions). Digital copies available on Kindle.

For more information call 520-623-3733.

“Treasures of the Santa Catalina Mountains”
ISBN:-13: 978-1-939050-05-2      ISBN-10: 1-939050-7
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From La Ventaña, You Can See The Lost Mine....41
Pueblo Viejo – The Old Village.........................44
The Fabled “Mission Of Ciru”..........................64
Romero Ranch– On Top Of Indian Ruins...........68
The Lost City Near Mt. Lemmon.......................72

The hiSTOrY anD The LeGenDS OF The 
SanTa CaTaLina MOunTainS...................77
The Mines, Missions & History Of Arizona.......79
Early Spanish Search For Gold........................95
Kino and Escalante mineral hunt.................100
The Lost Escalante Man.................................119
The Lost Mission Of Santa Catalina...............134
Lost Mines Of The Santa Catalinas.................163
The Mine With The Iron Door.........................163

The TuCSOn ariZOna GOLD ruSh.........199
First ‘Recorded’ Discovery In Cañon del Oro...212
Samaniego Stakes A Claim.............................257
Tucson Earthquake Discovery Of Gold.........267
Town Of Oracle - Old Hat District Mining......283
“Buffalo Bill” Cody’s Mining Ventures...........325
Gold Extracted From Southern Belle................345
Catalina Camp – Marble Peak........................361
The Last Prospector........................................376
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Join The Literary &
Film adventure

“Beyond The 
Legend” DVD
with Flint Carter

For More Information:
Flint Carter

520-289-4566

Tucson Chronicles

“The Miner’s Story”
CD interview with 

Flint Carter
University of Arizona 
Miner’s Story Project

“Search For The 
Iron Door Mine” 

Original Music CD of 
the Santa Catalinas
by Gary Holdcroft

Custom-made Jewelry & Art
Cody Stone Mined From The 

Santa Catalina Mountains
By Flint Carter

tucsonchronicles.com



Own A Piece Of The
Santa Catalina Mountains

Cody Stone iS
Quartz embedded with

Silver and gold

Direct From The Santa Catalinas
Polished Stones & Jewelry

Based On Order And Specifications. Commissions Accepted.

On Showcase Exclusively At The
Oracle Inn Steakhouse

305 E. American Ave. in Oracle

See Flint’s Display Of Unique Specimens And Artifacts 

520-289-4566
William “Flint” Carter

Follow The “Treasures Of The Santa Catalina Mountains” At
EMOL.org/treasurescatalinas

“Entertaining Tucson Across 
the Decades: 1950s-2000s”

By Robert E. Zucker
Two large volumes cover 
three decades of Tucson 
music and features thou-
sands of local musicians 
with original photos. 
Visit EntertainTucson.com

“Traveling Show”
By Robert E. Zucker

Everyone has their own 
traveling show. Follow 
the journey of one traveler 
through a poetic path of 
life. Visit 
robert-zucker.com/

“Searching for Arizona’s 
Buried Treasures”

By Ron Quinn
A discovery of 82 pounds 
of gold bullion near 
Tumacacori following the 
Spanish legends. Read 
his story at EMOL.org/
arizonatreasures

“Mysterious Disappearances 
and Other Strange Tales”

By Ron Quinn
A collection of odd and 
unusual stories of people 
who had strangely dis-
appeared. Read some of 
those tales: EMOL.org/
mysteriousdisappearances

new Local Tucson-Published Books 
BZB Publishing, the publisher of Tucson Chronicles and “Treasures of the Santa Catalina Mountains,” recently published 
several other books by local authors. Print and digital copies are available on amazon.com, barnesandnoble.com and 
some Tucson retailers (see page 2 for list). Additional titles are forthcoming. Call 520-623-3733 for more information or 
visit tucsonchronicles.com or EMOL.org/books.
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(Above) Exquisite Cody Stone jewelry designed 
and handcrafted by various artists.

(Right) Sterling silver bookmark 
with Cody Stone described 

in the book “Treasures of the 
Santa Catalina Mountains.”


